
Registered Nurse 

 

Horizon Health Network (Horizon) is actively recruiting Registered Nurses interested in joining our 
team in New Brunswick of approximately 4,000 dedicated Registered Nurses.  

In this role, you will be critical in Horizon’s ability to provide exceptional care. You will contribute to 
the overall wellbeing and quality of life of individual patients as well as our communities in New 
Brunswick.  

Our Offer  

Our offer comes with competitive salary starting at $36.46 per hour combined with a network of 
opportunities in over 100 facilities with careers in acute and community settings. There are flexible 
options with full-time, part-time, and casual opportunities.  

We offer a rewarding new hire package that includes provincial recruitment incentives, relocation 
assistance and rural incentives based on eligibility requirements.  

Who we are  

Horizon is Atlantic Canada’s second largest health authority servicing over a half a million people. 
We operate 12 hospitals and more than 100 medical facilities, health care centres, clinics, and 
offices throughout New Brunswick.  

Our people are the heart of our organization. We have more than 13,000 dedicated employees 
working with over 1,000 physicians, and play a major role in research, education, innovation and 
health and wellness.  

Why you should work here  

Working for Horizon gives you flexibility in your career, an east coast lifestyle and the chance to 
make a big difference in the lives of New Brunswickers.  

Horizon is an equal opportunity employer that values and recognizes your contributions, is dedicated 
to patient safety and satisfaction, has competitive pay and benefits, and offers many opportunities 
for professional growth.     

As a Horizon employee, you will benefit from engagement programs like Years of Service and 
our Bravo! recognition programs. You will also see a commitment to your well-being through our 
safe and respectful workplace programs that include safety initiatives, workplace violence 
prevention, and employee wellness services.  

Where we are  

At Horizon, a rewarding opportunity is as close as the ocean!  

https://horizonbravo.ca/


New Brunswick is located on Canada’s beautiful east coast. It is known for its welcoming people, 
billion-year-old coastlines, and rich heritage of Indigenous, Anglophone and Francophone 
communities which have been ranked among the best places in the world to live.  

Who you are 

You have a current registration with the Nurses Association of New Brunswick (NANB) or able to 
obtain upon hire. You have written and spoken competence in English. 

We want to hear from you!  

Our dedicated Talent Acquisition Specialist will work closely with you to discuss your career goals 
and areas of interest and specialization to find the best fit within our team.  

Email careers@HorizonNB.ca and we will be happy to schedule a time to chat about the nursing 
opportunities or click “Apply” below to provide your information and we’ll get back to you.  

Visit www.myhorizoncareer.ca to learn more about our career opportunities.  

  

Horizon is committed to enhancing our diverse and inclusive environment for our employees and 
patients. We believe in a healthcare system that equally supports all people regardless of race, 
ethnicity, national origin, social background, religion, gender identity or expression, age, disability, or 
sexual orientation. An environment based on a commitment to diversity and inclusion supports our 
goal of safe and quality patient care. 
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